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2/336 (C.01.K003) TQ 54421839

BROADWAY THEATRE, BARKING
Results of Archaeological Evaluation at the Broadway Theatre Site Barking. London Borough of

Barking and Dagenham

Capon, L & Clarke, E     Twickenham : AOC Archaeology Group, 2002, 21pp, figs, tabs

Work undertaken by: AOC Archaeology Group

Two archaeological evaluation trenches were excavated in advance of redevelopment of the western

front of the Broadway Theatre, Barking. Trench 1 revealed a sequence of 18th century floor surfaces

that had been established over an earlier pit. Trench 2 was largely dominated by an extensive cesspit,

which contained artefacts that indicate the daily life of the residents of Barking in the 17th century.

[Au] 

Archaeological periods represented: PM

2/337 (C.01.K012) TQ 49528345

FORMER PRINCESS BOWL, REVIEW ROAD, DAGENHAM
Site of the Former Princess Bowl, Review Road, Dagenham, RM9. An Archaeological Evaluation

Report
Sygrave, E     London : Museum of London Archaeology Service, 2002, 17pp, figs, refs

Work undertaken by: Museum of London Archaeology Service

An evaluation trench was excavated, and an area within the footprint of the previous Princess Bowl

building observed. The results of the field evaluation have helped to refine the initial assessment of the

archaeological potential of the site. No archaeological remains were recorded on the site. In the light of

revised understanding of the archaeological potential of the site the report concludes the impact of the

proposed redevelopment will be low. [Au(abr)] SMR primary record number: LAG 01/124

2/338 (C.01.K011) TQ 44008360

HEWETTS QUAY, ABBEY ROAD, BARKING
Hewett's Quay, Abbey Road, Barking. An Archaeological Evaluation and Excavation Report
Hounsell, D, Grant, J & Murray, J     Hertford : Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust, 2002, 28pp, pls,

figs, tabs

Work undertaken by: Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust

The field evaluation, of four trenches, revealed substantial later truncation of the site, in addition to

evidence of the 19th and 20th century riverside wharves. Trench 3, near Abbey Road frontage revealed

evidence of post-medieval sumps and tow e/w aligned channels of medieval date leading to the river.

Trench 4, also close to the Abbey Road revealed a further E/W aligned channel with evidence of

wooden revetting along its southern edge. Its lower fills contained quantities of 12th century pottery,

and its upper fill contained High Medieval sherds. A further small, irregular pit contained 12th century

sherds. EH GLAAS subsequently required full excavation of the channel as it occurred within Trench

4, which confirmed the dating of the feature and established the revetting to be largely uniform along

the line of the channel.[Au(adp)] SMR primary record number: LAG 01/115

Archaeological periods represented: MD, PM, UD


